Protractor Tips
- Used to measure angles or create custom sized angles
- Dark blue center section allows the user to move the protractor
- Middle section bordering the dark blue allows the user to resize the protractor
- Outside edge allows the user to rotate, the rotation degrees appear in the circle on the center of the protractor
- Blue dot on the bottom edge of the protractor changes the protractor from 180° to 360° protractor
- Single click on the protractor to get the green dot & green arrow to appear on the right side of the protractor
- Green dot allows the user to measure or create an angle with the protractor
- White dot under the green dot allows the user to create a second angle
- Green arrow inserts an editable angle into SMART Notebook
- Angle inserted is the measurement between the green and white dots
- Using a pen on the outside edge of the protractor will allow the user to draw an arc

Geodreieck Protractor Tips
- Primarily used in Germany, this protractor combines the standard compass, a ruler, and drawing set square